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Across

1 Sowmya| Clear a customs document (8)

5 Viresh| Actor from first porn film? (6)

9 CV| Perhaps a dentist (not female) 
taking part in light banter (8)

10 Ramki| "Argo's" remade with movie's 
original climax (6)

12 Ashley| A sound (5)

13 LV| Novel by actors on board for tv 
programs (9)

14 Mona| Firm supports the hooded ones 
(6)

16 Aashwina| He delivers mail - tampons 
fall out (7)

19 Ssv | A document outlining a plan 
(except for the middle half), is to the 
point (7)

21 Loks| Hoarders forget to hide key parts 
essentially (6)

23 CV| Once in parodic piece X put 
together role of coquettish sort (3,6)

25 LV | Drop plums, crush (5)

26 Mona| To start with, a perfect idea 
about bees (6)

27 Faten| Suffers after start of problems... 
wanting closure, very upset but survives 
(8)

28 VIresh|| Plan to grow old and wrinkled 
(6)

29 Andrew| Monitors prisoners cheering 
at bullfights (8)

Down

1 CV| Confused situation created by old 
hand in crowd (6)

2 SSv| Lively love bug in her skirt (9)

3 SSv| Leaflike layers of dahlia 
ordered...had somehow disappeared (5)

4 Mona| Wraps endless Indian garment 
on girl with string at first

6 Aashwina| Call up about one breaking 
records  like Hasrat Jaipuri and Indivar 
(9)

7 Ashley| Misery ultimately consumes 
poet (5)

8 Nemo| Rock band is in good form, 
striking after initial failure (8)

11 LV| To exchange raise the hands (4)

15 Andrew| Admonish a salesman for 
giving lip with... (9)

17 Mona| Say, Bandicoot from Islampura 
(9)

18 Nemo| Shankar's reincarnation finally 
outfoxed a demon (8)

20 Loks| Plot scheme. Invite trouble. 
Entertainment starts (4)

21 Mona| Fake language translated in a 
room (7)

22 Loks| Fits SAP programmed with text 
(6)

24 Vignesh| Netflix about losing television 
broadcast rights: 'It's a strange case' (1-
4)

25 LV| Protects small birds (5)


